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Mock Trial

“Government, even in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state, an
intolerable one.”
-

Thomas Paine

Introduction
In order to be a successful member of society, one must be able to understand the way
that our government functions. It is the civic duty of citizens to vote, and to do so in an
informed way; it is also beneficial to understand how elected officials actually do their
jobs. This module is meant to serve as a very quick breakdown of how the major
components and levels of our government work so that students can approach policy
in an informed manner.

Objectives
1.

scotus structure/roles:
a. chief justice - will lead the proceedings and the deliberation, will report the
vote tally and deliberate and vote with other Justices
b. lead attorney (petitioner) - will present the case of the person or organization
petitioning the court
c. lead attorney (respondent) - will present the case of the respondent
d. associate justices (remaining students left)
2. Students will be able to understand the basic structure of the United States
government and the purpose of having multiple levels.

Agenda
1.

Intro

2. Research/Case Building
3. Present Trial
4. SCOTUS Decision + Final Decision
5. Verdict Discussion

Content

Introduction/Set up
Purpose:
To introduce the format of the module to the students as well asset up the debate and
trial that will occur in the module
Lecture Notes:
-

Introduce the structure of the module. It will be a debate in the form of a SCOTUS case.
Everybody will be assigned to argue for the defense, argue for the prosecution, or be a
part of the Supreme Court

-

Assign the different roles
-

Assign either 3 or 5 students to the Supreme Court and designate one the Chief
Justice

-

-

Divide the remaining students in half and designate one of the halves to each
side of the case
Discuss the format of what will be happening
- Each group will be assigned to a breakout room to research and build their case
(SCOTUS will just research)
- All groups will then come back and arguments will be made
- SCOTUS will reach a decision

Research/Case Building
Purpose:
To give a brief overview of the google antitrust case as well as resources for case
building. To allow students to develop more knowledge on the case by doing their own
research.
Sources:
1. DOJ Complaint against Google (Includes a summary and the raw complaint document
at the bottom under attachments): https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justicedepartment-sues-monopolist-google-violating-antitrust-laws
2. Wired Overview Article: https://www.wired.com/story/google-antitrust-lawsuitsexplainer/
3. CNet Overview Article: https://www.cnet.com/news/googles-three-antitrust-battlesheres-what-you-need-to-know-faq/
4. CNBC Overview Article:
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/17/google-faces-a-third-government-antitrustlawsuit.html
5. Antitrust Act: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/antitrust.asp
6. Predatory Pricing: https://legalvision.com.au/what-is-predatory-pricing/
7. Anticompetitive Practices:
https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=3145#:~:text=Anticompetitive%20practice
s%20refer%20to%20a,cost%20or%20of%20higher%20quality
8. Monopolies: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/monopoly.asp.
9. Debating Tips: http://faculty.washington.edu/jwilker/353/DebateTips.pdf

Lecture Notes:

-

Remind students to find information that supports the argument of their side
Encourage students to research for themselves using online articles from across the
spectrum, however remind them that primary sources help their argument the most.
Recommend students to look into antitrust laws, anti-competition, etc
Suggest students look to see if there is a precedent for this case
Determine who represents the defendant/respondent (Google) and who represents the
plaintiffs/petitioner (the USA)
Antitrust laws: “regulations that encourage competition by limiting the market power
of any particular firm”
Anticompetitive: ”tending to stifle or suppress competition, especially when this
violates antitrust laws”
Monopoly: “complete ownership or control of the entire supply of goods or a service
in a certain market”

Google's algorithm
- Paragraph 174 in the complaint: Google’s anticompetitive acts have had harmful effects
on competition and consumers.
- Google’s algorithm does the work for you by searching out web pages that contain the
keywords you used to search, then assigning a rank to each page based on several
factors, including how many times the keywords appear on the page. It collects
information on you compiling it into a profile that determines ad placement, search
results, and more. The implications of Google’s alleged monopoly have implications
from politics to human’s growing trust in artificial intelligence. A main concern is that
Google’s algorithm is presenting individuals with various versions of truth by
presenting information to affirm what the user believes and not objective truths. This
has led to harmful conspiracies relating to Covid vaccines, QAnon … etc.
DuckDuckGo
- DuckDuckGo is a competing search engine. DuckDuckGo supposedly does not have an
algorithm to search. Everything is completely incognito and private. It “emphasizes
protecting searchers' privacy and avoiding the filter bubble of personalized search
results” and “distinguishes itself from other search engines by not profiling its users
and by showing all users the same search results for a given search term.” The
complaint entails that DuckDuckGo (and Bing) are not given the tools to become “true
rivals” due to predatory marketing and undeletable software. Google allegedly paid
tech companies millions in order to secure default system status, shutting out
competitors such as DuckDuckGo.
Google Case General Information
- Complaints
- The US Department of Justice filed a landmark lawsuit alleging that
Google unlawfully boxed out competitors and is a “predatory monopoly”
by reaching deals with phone makers, including Apple and Samsung, to
be the default search engine on their devices.
- Google makes deals with other companies (LE, Apple…) in order to
become the default search engine of those technologies
- Is that unreasonable? Is it just?

-

-

- What even is unreasonable?
- Is that just good business?
“Requires preset default status” & “Makes software undeletable”
- Unlawful under section two of the Sherman Act?
- prevent "contract, combination or conspiracy in restraint
of trade," and "monopolization attempted monopolization
or conspiracy or combination to monopolize."
- The supreme court ruled that the Sherman Act only
applies to unreasonable examples of these things. What
does unreasonable mean?
Examples of hypocrisy in relation to Microsoft
Refusal to not be anticompetitive

The Roles
a. Chief justice - will lead the proceedings and the deliberation, will report the
vote tally and deliberate and vote with other Justices (essentially, announces the
verdict at the end)
b. Lead attorney (petitioner) - will present the case of the person or organization
petitioning the court
c. Lead attorney (respondent) - will present the case of the respondent
d. Associate justices (remaining students left)

Debating Notes
- General notes
- Learn relevant terms and phrases for what you are talking about
- Understand the industry and how it works
- Opening Statements
- Build a good introduction to the case
- Summarize your side of the case
- Rebuttal
- Try to come up with opposing arguments to your stance and disprove them
- Further your case whilst debunking the opponents
- Closing Statements
- Build a good conclusion to the case
- Summarize rebuttal statements, overall just summarize what you think aids
your case the most
- State the possible outcomes of SCOTUS not ruling in your favor

Trial Presentation
Purpose:
To deliver the provided trial in a formal manner to the rest of the class.
Sources:
1.

https://www.uscourts.gov/about-federal-courts/educational-resources/about-

educational-outreach/activity-resources/supreme-0
Lecture Notes:
-

Prior to case, make sure that facilitators understand the timekeeping rules (i.e., 4
minutes left is a 4 held up with your hand at the 4 minute mark, a C is 30 seconds, and
a fist is time is up)

-

Assign student justices and attorneys for the case prior, encourage other students who
don’t necessarily have a role to prepare and research the case before the trial

-

Procedure (from Supreme Court simulation)
-

Chief Justice (assigned) swears in other justices (assigned)

-

Facilitator will act as timekeeper, giving hand signals for each person speaking

-

Chief Justice proceeds to call the class to order, followed by presenting the case
and allowing the petitioner to begin the trial.

-

Petitioner’s side argues

-

Respondent’s side argues
Attorney for petitioner (rebuttal)
Attorney for respondent (rebuttal)
Supreme court Justices deliberate decision privately in a breakout room while
the rest of the class participates in the Verdict Discussion
Supreme court Justice in the majority announces decision from bench, few
justices will explain their rationale to the class

-

SCOTUS Decision + Trial Decision
Purpose:
To introduce and discuss the decision given by SCOTUS.
Sources:
2. https://www.uscourts.gov/about-federal-courts/educational-resources/abouteducational-outreach/activity-resources/supreme
3. https://judiciallearningcenter.org/the-us-supreme-court/
Lecture Notes:
-

-

SCOTUS, also known as the Supreme Court of the United States, is dedicated to making
observations based on the trial presentation from the previous step.
SCOTUS receives about 10,000 petitions a year, so the court uses the “rule of four” to
decide whether or not to take the case: if four out of the nine judges find value in a
case, then they will take the case. The judges usually take cases that they believe will
affect the entire country.
In this step, the Supreme Court, also known as the EnAct team, looks at both the
petitioner and respondent’s arguments to come to a majority consensus on whether
the petitioner or respondent comes out on top.

Directions:
-

Bring the class SCOTUS back to the main room and have a Justice in the majority read

-

out the decision
Ideally (if there is time) have the justices give a short opinion and dissenting opinion on
why they voted the way that they did
Talk about how the real supreme court has not decided on this case and discuss how
others think it should turn out

Discussion Questions while SCOTUS is in breakout room:
1. Because this case is still pending, SCOTUS has yet to come to a decision on this case.
Based on what you have learned, what do you think SCOTUS’s decision should be?
a. How would this decision impact Google as a company?
2. What differences did you see between how SCOTUS would handle the case and how
the Enact SCOTUS handled the case?
Discussion Questions after the decision is announced:
3. Do you agree with the verdict? Why or why not?
4. If you disagree with the verdict, would you contest it or accept it? If so, how would you
go about contesting it?
5. Do you feel that your opinions were adequately represented by your peers?
6. How do political beliefs impact a person’s standing on this case? One party on one
side?
7. Often, when there is a difference in political opinions between transitioning
presidents, the newly inaugurated president often spends the majority of their first few
months in congress undoing the policy of the previous president. Do you think that
this is a waste of time

Discussion Questions:
8. Did the trial structure influence the formality or tone of the setting for the case being
presented?
9. What could have been a potential issue during the deliberation that could have
affected the case ruling?
10. Are there flaws in any part of the trial execution? (i.e., too many people working on the
case, bias in deliberation, etc)

